Interested in working on the world’s most comprehensive open indexing service in computer science? We are currently looking for three additional members to join the dblp team. This includes the opportunity to qualify yourself for a doctorate in the context of the challenges arising from managing and operating a semantic research information infrastructure like dblp.

Schloss Dagstuhl – Leibniz Center for Informatics, seeks to hire:

**Software Developer/Computer Scientist (f/m/d)**
full-time or part-time, TV-L E13 or E14

**Software Developer/Computer Scientist (f/m/d)**
full-time or part-time, TV-L E13

**Doctoral Student (f/m/d) Computer Science/Information Science**
full-time or part-time, TV-L E13

Schloss Dagstuhl’s internationally renown research information infrastructures – the open indexing service DBLP and the open access publishing plattform DROPS – play an important role in building the national research data infrastructure NFDI for the computer science community. We are looking for highly-motivated individuals to join our team.

For more information, see: [www.dagstuhl.de/job](http://www.dagstuhl.de/job)

For more information, please read [our current job openings](https://blog.dblp.org).